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Foreword
The Why of this Report
This report is part of the American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP) sponsored by the
National Park Service. The Town of Montague engaged the support and services of several area
tribes whose ancestors had participated in the King Philips War. We suspect that the Town did
not realize that Nipmuc people had come to the Falls long, long before that war occurred. It had
been part of our ongoing relationship with our homelands. Yearly we would travel to the Falls, as
did other area Natives, to plant, fish, hunt, harvest, forage for medicines, and socialize with
others. And yet, the history books fail to acknowledge our connection to this land. When asked
to prepare a report from the Nipmuc Tribe, we were happy to have a vehicle with which to tell
our story from our perspective. And, hopefully, in a manner that will honor our ancestors, speak
of their ingenuity, and celebrate their lives.
The Structure of this Report
We arranged the report beginning with life before the arrival of the English to what life is like for
us today. Included are thoughts and feelings shared with us by our Elders – some who knew the
story and some who did not. We searched our extensive tribal archive to see if any of our
forebears knew of the Falls and what happened there or had visited at some point. Many folks
out there know the story of the war, so this report doesn’t cover much as far as any battles
fought. From our perspective, what happened at what is now called Turner’s Falls was not a
battle but a slaughter of un-armed innocents. From our perspective it marks the beginning of a
decline in our relationship with the world we live in – a relationship that had existed for
thousands and thousands of years.
Contributors
We’d like to thank the Nipmuc Nation Elders Council for their thoughtful conversations on the
war, King Philip, the Falls, and our current struggles. Two of the Elders made a visit to
Peskeompskut and Wissatinnewag and left brokenhearted. And yet, the visit sparked a
determination that the tribe’s young needed to know what happened not only at Turner’s Falls
but about events throughout our history.
David Tall Pine White is the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) for the
Chaubunagungamaug Band of Nipmuck Indians and often acts as the THPO for the
Hassanamisco Band (Nipmuc Nation). David is the tribe’s language instructor and works
diligently to recreate and revitalize our original language. Cheryll Toney Holley is the Sonksq
(female leader) of the Hassanamisco Band of Nipmuc Indians and the Nipmuc Nation.

Introduction
This Place has Meaning
It has been written about again and again how connected Indigenous People are to the land.
Many times these narratives are from a glorified “noble savage” European point of view. More
often these days we can get a better sense of the more complete and encompassing lifeways view
from the People themselves. Life in the days of our ancestors was relationship-based not
consumer-driven as it is today. Peskeompskut was for thousands of years a place to gather, plant,
fish, and prepare for the next cycle of life. Multiple Peoples gathered there in times of peace, and
later, in a time of war. Peskeompskut and Wissatinnewag gave our people food, shelter, and
interaction with the land and other people.
The geographical area we are referring to in this Project did not "belong" to any "Tribe". And,
the current contemporary understanding of what a "Tribe" even is, is often misunderstood. Tribal
names really describe the Peoples relationship with the land they cultivated and had a
responsibility for. Our ancestors referred to themselves as the People and organized as families
and bands. We contend that this area was a significant destination among a network of cultural
resources. Also there is a higher cultural/spiritual significance for this area that was important for
the nature of its purpose. This was also a central location among a much larger network of
Indigenous communities and governing structures....speaking various dialects of a widely
understood language family.
Walking the altered landscapes of today conveys the stark truth of how far we have strayed from
our ancestors’ ways and how much we still forget. Try as we might to recover and practice our
ancestors lifeways, it is increasing difficult for our People to throw off centuries of foreign ways
of living and thinking. In fact, the foreign European (now American) way of life is so deeply
instilled in our beings that the hope of reestablishing our true relationship with the rest of the
universe seems far-fetched indeed. Even our creation stories show the stark difference between
our ancestors’ way of life and today. In the Indigenous creations stories, the woman is welcomed
by the rest of creation –protected and nourished by other life. In other creation scenes, the
woman is punished for partaking of the life around her and the knowledge contained in that life
and instead sets out to subdue that life.
Importance of the CT River
The Connecticut River is a wonder. Four hundred and ten miles of abundant life flowing
southerly from the U.S./Canadian border to the Long Island Sound. Nipmuc People, so named
for our penchant for living alongside inland lakes and rivers, were intimately involved in the
river, its many tributaries (more than 100!), and the fertile lands surrounding it. The river was
and still is home to great numbers of fish and other wildlife including migratory fish. There are a

number of falls during the river’s southern travels, including the falls at Peskeompskut. Each
spring, Nipmucs and others gathered at the falls to catch fish during the spawning runs.
Thousands of fish made their way up the river to lay their eggs. Our ancestors welcomed them,
caught them, and thanked them for their generosity. All life has its role in this universe. At least
twice yearly, for untold thousands of years, the People came to Peskeompskut to not only fish
but to plant and then harvest food for the rest of the year. It was an integral part of life, part of
the circle that had both physical and spiritual meaning.
Language and Meaning of Place
Peskeompskut
PESK- Fire and/or Thunder as in bursting out
OMPSK- relating to Rock or Stone
UT or sometimes ET- denotes a specific place
TRANSLATION: The place where the fire bursts from the rock
The location known as Peskeompskut is the site of an ancient fault line. Ridges of trap rock, or
ancient volcanic rock, can be found for miles around the site. How did our ancestors know that
lava once flowed through the area? That fire burst through the rocks? This demonstrates that oral
tradition and knowledge along with meaningful language can carry stories and wisdom far into
the future.
Wissatinnewag
This word has been difficult in translation probably due to the inconsistencies and grammatical
errors over time and/or from the beginning
Possible roots:
WUS- Edge, Border
WUSSE- to flee
(WUSS)EKIT- pleasing
There do not seem to be any roots using WISSI in our records and it is always difficult to
determine these words without any linguistic indications and also the fact that most of the words
we see today that are claimed to be "indian" were recorded by people with little understanding of
the culture of the land they were inhabiting or linguistics.
ITTINNE- possibly referring to people collectively
AUG- a fishing place

It is doubtful that such a significant area was named only for the dew on a hill by the falls. At the
same time it may have been referred to in that way depending on who was speaking. There may
have been several phrases used to describe this place. By looking at what we can see, a rough
translation can begin to surface. However unfortunately due to the events of the King Phillip War
and the subsequent policies of colonial governments we may never fully understand the true
meanings of our language or the true significance of the Land itself which in turn is what the
purpose of the language is in the first place. By going back to the Land we are rediscovering
what these words are really trying to tell us, and we are finding it is always difficult to
adequately describe these experiences with “words”.

Political Perspectives
There are many ways in which the English colonists took advantage of Native People already
occupying these lands. The taking of land was the most prominent means of subduing Native
populations. The English believed in ownership of land while Native Peoples belief relied on
relationship with and responsibility for the land. When English landed on our shores, they
reveled in the thought of gaining what they couldn’t have in England – Land. It was an instant
clash of cultures. The English thought that owning land was perfectly normal. The People
indigenous to the land did not. Realizing this, the colonists used this misunderstanding to
manipulate the Native Peoples into giving away something that in our ancestors’ perceptions was
impossible to give.
To gain allies, the colonists manipulated tribes to turn against each other by preying on old
animosities, breaking apart alliances, and convincing Native Peoples that they needed the
English to protect them. During Metacomet’s Rebellion, the English leadership managed to
persuade the Praying Indians to spy and scout for the English, all the while convincing the
colonists that all Indians -especially the Praying Indians that lived close by - were a threat to
them. Eventually, the Praying Indians were imprisoned on Deer Island in Boston Harbor.
Without food, fresh water or shelter, the majority of the friendly Indians imprisoned died on the
island.
The Massachusetts Bay Colony was in fact a corporation with a charter to do business and to
make money for the king of England (and themselves). The relationship between the king and
the colonists quickly deteriorated. The colonists didn’t like being subject to a king so far away
and creating riches for someone else. The crown did afford some protection to the land because
the king declared that it belonged to either him or the Native population. These protections
interfered with what the colonists wanted most. Land greed led to the colonists denouncing the
crown while still operating under the charter. This led to the loss of protection for the Native
Peoples and even more seizures of land.

Indians Commissioners were appointed to assist and protect Native People but created only
conflicts of interest. These same “protectors” owned the land “purchased” from the Natives and
often governed the English towns built on those illegally purchased lands. Church and State were
fully intertwined with laws based on religious edicts. Native Peoples could not hope for fair
representation in any court system unless they converted to Christianity and had English friends
to vouch for their godliness.

Effects of the English Invasion
The English did not see our ancestors for what they were. They did not see the unique
technologies used in everyday life to transform, create, and interact with the world around us.
They did not understand the relationship we had with the land, water, plants and other living
beings. Our ancestors’ world was one built on relationships of trust and responsibility. Trusts that
had existed for thousands of years and that had sustained the people through the hardships that
life sometimes brings. Even the hardships of unknown and deadly disease brought to our shores
by European fishermen.
The English were consumers. They consumed. They believed that land and everything on it
existed for their consumption. They thought the Native population was backward and ungodly
and in need of subjection.
We were robbed. The gifts of land we gave to the English were not meant to permanently repel
us from our way of life. Gifts are things that eventually came back to you – land was not meant
to be fenced off. How to you collect food and medicines from a place you can no longer access?
Although it seems clear that John Eliot meant well by his formation of several Praying
Plantations, especially in Nipmuc country, those towns reduced our ancestors’ ability to continue
their traditional ways. Forced to wear English clothes, use fencing, raise animals instead of
allowing them to be free was an unknown and decidedly confusing experience for our People.
Many went to live in these towns because they felt the need to be protected. Or perhaps they
simply felt overrun by the English with no choice but to comply.
Children were taken from their families to be raised “properly” in English homes, most returning
as adults or not returning at all. This taking of Native children was precursor to the Residential
Schools out west that many Native cultures suffered from in the late 1800s and into the 1900s.
Our traditions, culture, beliefs, and value systems were ridiculed as primitive and savage. The
English even remarked that Nipmucs treated their children too kindly and displayed too much
love towards their families.

Why This Place?
The Connecticut (Great River) River Valley was a fertile place. While the Falls were a bit to the
north, the climate was still temperate and crops were easily planted and grown. Medicinal plants
and wild foods grew along the banks and in the wooded areas as well. Several varieties of
animals populated the woods along the shores. Our ancestors cleared fields for planting, leveled
spots for wetus and larger structures, and buried their dead. It was home to many, from many
groups of Native Peoples - a shared place.

Peskeompskut as seen from across the Connecticut River, May 2015.

One can surmise that the spawning runs in the spring brought large numbers of different Peoples
to the Falls each year. Using traps, weirs, baskets, and nets, enough fish to eat and dry and store
for the winter could be caught. Thousands of fish migrated each year up the Connecticut and
similar fishing villages could also be found at other places along the Connecticut.
We don’t know which individual Nipmuc families or bands traveled to this particular spot. We
do know that several Nipmuc groups lived nearby. The Falls was a safe place. A time for our
ancestors to practice their relationship with the land and all of its gifts. The crops planted would
be monitored and watered during the year and harvested come fall.
In May of 1676, things were a bit different than usual. The war with the English had gone on for
nearly a year. Lives had been lost or imprisoned and the People were tired. This year the Falls
were more than an annual gathering. It was respite from a war that was inevitable, bloody and

costly. The men remained armed in a separate camp down river perhaps to protect the women,
children and elders up in the main camp. (Because who would kill unarmed children?) The
people in Peskeompskut continued their annual chores of planting, foraging, and fishing. It’s
thought that with stores of food and supplies destroyed elsewhere in Nipmuc Country that the
camp worked that much harder to make up for those losses.

Metacomet’s Rebellion
Most of the people reading these reports already know much about the Metacomet’s Rebellion –
more commonly known as King Philips War. Metacomet was the son of Massasoit who history
says was a friend to the English. Even school children know the story of how the
Pilgrims/Puritans were starving and were saved that first year by the generosity of the
Wampanoags.
Metacomet saw how the English were not only accumulating land but fencing it off, forbidding
Native people to use the land in ways that they had forever. Stopping this encroachment of not
only land but of a way of life became his plan. Fellow Wampanoag, John Sassamon, relayed
Metecomet’s plans to the English – clearly an act of treason against his leader and people. In
most “civilized” countries in that time period, treason is rewarded with execution by the state.
And so it happened that Sassamon’s body was found. Instead of confirming Metacomet’s right to
execute laws in his own land, the English tried to arrest him.
Metacomet fled to westward and, eventually, into Nipmuc country. Both Nipmucs and
Narragansetts rallied to his cause, truly the cause of all Native Peoples. Our Nipmuc ancestors
decided that enough was enough and chose to join the fight against the English invaders. King
Philips War had begun.
The “Battle” of Turner’s Falls
Death came in the early morning hours on May 19, 1676. Hundreds of Native families were
gathered under the Falls for the annual fish run. In May and June of each year, salmon, shad, eel,
lamprey and herring made their journey upstream to spawn. The Connecticut River was thick
with fish, making it an ideal time to gather food for the entire year. Annual corn fields were also
growing nearby- come autumn, it would be picked and stored for the winter. And on this
occasion, hungry Native refugees from war-torn Southern New England had also made their way
to the Falls.
Both Native leaders and the English authorities were at rest from the conflicts of the King
Philip's War. Talks of peace had been ongoing for several months. The weary Nipmuc,
Narragansett, Wampanoag, and Pocumtuc warriors that had accompanied the families to the
Falls gathered in nearby, separate camps.

Meanwhile, soldiers, residents and even the clergy occupying nearby Hadley, Massachusetts
grew increasingly frustrated with the recent peace talks. Many were displaced from battles with
Philip's men in Greenfield and Deerfield and wished to retaliate. After Native warriors raided
nearby Hatfield and carried off cattle, Captain William Turner, commander of the Hadley
garrison, decided to take action despite the instructions from his superiors.
Turner led more than 150 men on the 25 mile ride from Hadley to (what is now the town of) Gill.
They gathered on the hill above the camp containing the families there to gather fish. The
soldiers rushed down the hill and slaughtered the elders, women and children still sleeping in the
early morning light. The noise of the assault woke the Native warriors camped nearby. The
warriors gave chase to the English soldiers fleeing downriver but killed relatively few. Captain
Turner was among those that perished and as a reward for his role in the deaths of those families,
the area is now known as Turners Falls.
This one act was a turning point in King Philips War. By August of 1676, Metacomet was dead.
Fighting continued in Northern New England until 1678 but Metacomet's death effectively ended
the war in southern New England. Native survivors who participated in the fighting were either
executed or sold into slavery. Native families dispersed, some going north to shelter with tribes
up there. Others returned to their homelands where their descendants still remain.

Aftermath of War- A New Attack
Nipmuc “male hostiles” were taken and hung, drawn, and quartered in Boston. Nipmuc women
and children sold into slavery and many met their death on the desolate Indian Internment Camp
on Deer Island. The colonial government restricted Nipmucs to only a few areas where praying
plantations had existed. “Guardians” were appointed first by the colonial leadership then, as it
came into being, by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Nipmucs were not allowed to sell land
or do much of anything without their “guardian’s” approval, meanwhile massive tracts of land in
Nipmuc Country were being usurped, allotted and granted in the forming of new towns by the
Massachusetts General Court, all this while violating the Federal Non-Intercourse Act of 1790.
Nipmucs petitioned the Court on several documented occasions questioning these actions
however were never allowed to be heard or even taken seriously for that matter, even to the
present day.
These “Guardians” sold land without legislative approval, often to pay their own debts. Monies
that were not used for that purpose were deposited into trusts because Nipmucs were not allowed
to handle their own funds. Sick and elderly Nipmucs were forced by the guardians to leave their
homes and families to be cared for by English families. The payment for such services was the
loss of Nipmuc land. Children continued to be taken from their homes and placed in the care of

English families. Laws seemed to be made to benefit the State, and for some reason never
applied to us when they were made for the benefit of “Indians”
Through these actions and injustices, we have lost our relationships with the things that mattered
most. The land, the water, the life. Though some Nipmucs clung to old ways, all were forced to
assimilate in some manner. Gone were the forests in which to hunt and forage. Fenced in were
the fields to gather medicine. Our men were dead. Our children raised by others. And, slowly,
most of us forgot.
The dissolving of the Nipmuc Community continued through the American Revolutionary War
as well, and many Native people even ended up fighting against one another for the foreign quest
for power in the New World. Many Native men who served in this war were termed as “colored”
and many documents show the high number of Nipmucs enlisted in the American Civil War as
well.
The Nipmuc land base rapidly disappeared by the middle of the 19th Century. Through state
legislation and policy, the few remaining Nipmuc communities and families continued to be
decimated. Virtually landless and without any way to sustain themselves given the removal from
their lands and traditional way of life, Nipmucs were now considered paupers, vagrants, and
annoyances.
From the late 17th through the 19th Century, legislation was passed to deal with these “indigents”
In 1694 an act was passed, entitled "An Act for the Relief of Idiots and Distracted
Persons," in which the care of the insane is given to the selectmen and overseers of the
poor.
In The first Tax assessed in Worcester for the benefit of the poor was in 1763,
Workhouses where authorized and in 1772 the building was erected on Front Street.
In 1798 the law permitted the commitment of such lunatics as were "furiously mad so as
to render it dangerous to the safety or the peace of the good people to be at large" to the
House of Correction.
Until 1817 the poor were supported by contracts with the highest bidder at public auction.
In 1817 the Jennison Farm located on the old road to Boston, boarding on the upper end
of Lake Quinsigamond was purchased. This purchase included all the comforts of within
the mansion for a price of $5,500.00.
This was to be a permanent home for the aged and infirm of the indigent citizens.

In 1827 the law was changed in regard to the safekeeping of "lunatic persons furiously
mad" so that they were committed to the hospital or lunatic asylum instead of to the jail.
Which brings us to the Enfranchisement Act of 1869 – Nipmucs now became citizens of the
Commonwealth, (whether we liked it or not), and stripped of any common lands. Judges were
given the authority to decide the fate of Nipmuc Lands, and in most cases auctioned off at
ridiculous prices to a fortunate buyer. We were allowed to vote in this newfound “citizenship”
but lost the right to claim monies from our own trust funds. Funds that still sit uncollected.

Oral Interviews and Reactions to the Current Space
We forgot.
We didn’t intend to but we did. The only references found in our archive were from the 1980s.
There were also modern clippings detailing the Narragansett presence at Turner’s Falls. Nothing
from past leadership or tribal members. No guardianship records that speak of Nipmucs traveling
to the Falls. Nothing.
During the interviews with the Elders Council, some remembered learning about the Turner’s
Falls massacre, not as a child but much later in life. The Massachusetts public school system did
not teach about Native events or affairs when the Elders were young. Even now, the tangential
approach to teaching Native history mandated by state law focuses more on the Wampanoag,
who as a whole did not experience much of the conflicts in Nipmuc country during most of the
King Phillip War and the French and Indian Wars, and often does not accurately portray the
history and continued presence of the Nipmuc People
So we spoke a bit on what happened during the war. What led to Metacomet deciding that
enough was enough? How the Native groups seemed to be winning until that “battle” at the
Falls. We spoke of the aftermath. Of what happened to our people whose only crime was to stand
up for themselves and defend their homes and families. We spoke of the impact that the English
had on our ancestors’ way of life. How that impact was more than physical – it went to the heart
of who the ancestors were as living beings interacting instinctively with the world around them.
When the Elders spoke, it was with sadness, a little anger, and frustration. “Nothing has
changed”, one commented. “We are still living our lives the way others want us to.”
Some of their other comments are below on the aftereffects of the war:
Unable to be ourselves
Never knew who we were

Better to be black
I lived on a homestead and didn’t even realize it
Just wanted to get away
Not knowing the family connections as kids
How do we get this information out to the young people?
Anger, alcohol and drug abuse
Segregation
They took it and buried it
Suppression of history
Visiting the area gave the Elders more perspective and a greater determination to live beyond the
comments above. Members of the Peskeompskut/Wissatinnewag Project escorted us to sites,
taught us a great deal of local history, and were very kind and gracious to us. The Elders are
determined to host a series of workshops and learning opportunities to teach our history in ways
that will engage the tribe on multiple levels of interest and knowledge.
Peskeompskut is now contains several streets and even more houses. As the Elders walked those
streets, one of our escorts spoke about the Peskeompskut massacre. We listened to his
descriptions of armed men sneaking up to wetus, of women fleeing to the river and being carried
over the Falls to their deaths, and of children being spared no mercy. We whispered among
ourselves that we would come back to this place and have ceremony to honor the lives lost that
morning.

Image of Wissatinnewag during our visit in October 2015.

We ended the visit at Wissatinnewag once stood. As we understand, Wissatinnewag was once a
semi-permanent fishing village, most likely occupied by our close cousins, the Pocumtuc. The
place was a desert. Scrubby shrubs sparsely dotted the landscape. One Elder remarked that it
looked like a bomb went off. Our escorts explained that the place had been mined during the
1960s. It was terrible. We attempted to pray over the site but none of us had words. Eventually
the words came and we walked away from the site with heavy hearts. We could sense that this
place had once been a thriving village with children running about, laughter everywhere, and
people living their lives in harmony with their surroundings and, perhaps, each other. But now it
was dirt and sand and a few non-medicinal plants. We were told that the land is now owned by a
group determined to preserve it. We have the hope that one day the land will live again.

Image of Wissatinnewag during our visit in October 2015.

Continuance
Today, we still feel the impact of the Turners Falls Massacre, the King Philip War, the French
and Indian wars, the American Revolutionary War, American Civil War and the subsequent
trauma from the disintegration of the traditional communal way of life. The loss of connection to
our Land, and our very way of life has caused much difficulty even today in modern society.
.

Due to continued action from Massachusetts child welfare agencies and their policies, our
children are still being taken away to be raised in non-Nipmuc homes. Policies that the state
enacted to protect against this are ignored by overworked and automated departments. Laws
intended to protect Indian children are scrutinized and twisted by courts to exclude us from basic
human rights. Generational trauma is apparent in family and community related alcohol and drug
related events. Generational trauma is especially evident in our relationships with the land and
each other. There cannot truly be Reconciliation until responsibility is taken by those who
continue to benefit from the injustices of the past and the present. Until we can sit as equals and
not “subjects” there can never be true reconciliation.
In the late 1970’s Nipmuc Leaders came together and petitioned the US Department of the
Interior for federal recognition under the understanding it was the only way we could regain our
rights to the Land. The 30 year project that cost millions ended in confusion, despair, and even
more family trauma and conflict. The tribe became divided through manipulation by government
agents, gaming interests, and political entities. Nipmucs were all of a sudden whisked away with
thoughts of casinos and an easy life. Imagine generations of having nothing and now having
everything just for being Indian! Imagine a child abused all their life and then suddenly treated
like a King. There can be no mistake that this sudden change would cause considerable
confusion and disarray.
We of course have our own burden to bear looking back at the events of that time and have
learned a great deal and many of us actually feel relieved that federal recognition never
happened. We have come back to who we truly are, and know that the rights given to us from the
Creator and our Ancestors can never be given by a government or corporation. The illusion of
ownership continues to prevent understanding of all of our relationships with the land and each
other. We have the opportunity now to come together and heal our community and this very
project has given us much help on this road. We are very grateful to be heard and truly listened
to, and to have the opportunity to return to this place to learn, and to remember.
We’ve forgotten and yet we still carry it all with us. The Elders believe that it’s time for us as
Nipmuc People to remember. Time to remember who we are and the relationships that still await
our return. We accept that the people who now “own” the land we occupied for thousands of
years have forgotten us. We will remember and continue to thrive here in our homeland and
never again forget.

